Short-term Drought Status Summary
(as reflected in the May 31, 2011 U.S. Drought Monitor Map)

May is typically a very dry month statewide, and this year it was drier than average across most of the state, with a few exceptions in northwestern Arizona and in the higher elevations in eastern Arizona. In the southern counties, rangeland conditions continue to be very poor, with even native desert vegetation under significant stress. No changes in drought status were made to the southern or western counties this month. The precipitation in northeastern and east central Arizona allowed some areas of severe drought (D2) to be cut back to moderate drought (D1) in southern Navajo and Apache counties and eastern Gila County. The only area of the state with no current drought condition is Mohave County.

The southeastern corner of Arizona continues to be extremely vulnerable to wildfires, and only the monsoon precipitation will alleviate that situation. As of this writing, the Horseshoe Two Fire in Cochise County has burned more than 106,600 acres, and the Wallow Fire in southern Apache County has burned more than 310,000 acres.
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